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Abstract

In Switzerland, the current law stipulates that the repositories should provide the
required level of safety without requiring active institutional control. Hence, even for short-
lived low- and intermediate-level wastes, an underground repository must be provided. The
site of Wellenberg in Canton Nidwalden was selected for such a repository in 1994. The
people of the siting community of Wolfenschiessen agreed on two occasions in 1994 to host
the repository by 63% and 70% affirmative votes. However, the decisive cantonal vote on 25
June, 1995 was negative by about 52%. In order to understand the voting motives, an opinion
poll was organised after the vote, the results of which provided directions for future action.
According to the poll, the people of Nidwalden rejected granting a combined concession for
an exploratory drift and the subsequent construction of the repository — a step-wise approach
(i.e., a concession for the exploratory drift only in the first step) would have been accepted by
66% of the voters. Another argument was that the waste was assumed not to be retrievable
after being emplaced in the repository cavern. 61 % would have accepted a repository project
optimized to make the waste retrievable. Since the voters apparently did not reject the
Wellenberg site as such, but only the content of the concession application (drift and
construction at once and the suspected lack of retrievability), GNW decided to modify the
project and opt for another vote. This paper briefly describes the selected site of Wellenberg,
as well as the procedure applied to enhance project acceptance. It analyses the reasons for the
negative cantonal vote and describes the technical and political measures taken to cope with
the new situation.

1. THE SELECTED SITE OF WELLENBERG

In Switzerland, the legal requirement is that the repositories should provide the required
level of safety without requiring active institutional control. This is the reason why, even for
short-lived low- and intermediate-level wastes, an underground repository must be provided.

The site evaluation procedure for an underground LLW/ILW repository began as long
ago as 1978. The initial 100 siting options were gradually narrowed down to give a total of
four potential sites in three different host rocks which were included in the final evaluation.
The results of this evaluation were presented in a series of reports [l-4].Based on the results
of these investigation programmes, Wellenberg in the community of Wolfenschiessen (Canton
Nidwalden) was selected for recommendation to the Government. In a direct comparison with
the other potential sites, Wellenberg offered distinct advantages, both in terms of the
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feasibility of providing a convincing demonstration of long term safety (influenced by
geology) and from the point of view of environmental impact.

The objectivity of the evaluation procedure leading to the choice of Wellenberg was
attested to by a political commission including representatives of all four siting Cantons. The
site selection process has been reviewed and accepted by the Swiss Federal Safety Authorities.
The Swiss Federal Government formally took note of the findings of its experts on 23
February, 1994. Also an independent Expert Group, established by the Government of Canton
Nidwalden, regarded the site selection as "transparent and acceptable".

The main advantage of Wellenberg lies in its large volume of compact, low-
permeability marl host rock, which promises a large degree of flexibility when designing the
optimum layout of the disposal caverns. Enclosures of very old (i.e., fossil) water and an
extended under-pressure zone in the host rock, originating from the decompression of the rock
after the last glaciation, demostrate the extremely low permeability of the host rock. The
suitability of the site from the point of view of geological safety is uncontested — the Swiss
Federal Safety Authorities confirmed that "according to the present knowledge it can be
expected that a final repository on the site of Wellenberg can be implemented securing the
necessary protection of mankind and environment" and recommended to continue the
exploration by the construction of a drift.

2. LICENSING PROCEDURE

2.1. Federal licences

In Switzerland, a final repository must pass an extended federal and cantonal licensing
procedure. The first step consists of submitting an application for a general licence to the
Swiss Federal Government. The application was submitted in June 1994 and consisted of a
comprehensive technical report [5] presenting the necessary details on the geological and
geographical situation of the site, outlining the construction of the facility, specifying the
waste categories foreseen for the repository and summarising the safety and environmental
impact reports. Special reports were devoted to long term safety and to ecological
considerations, such as the Preliminary Safety Assessment Report [6] and the Report on the
Environmental Impact Assessment [7]. After thorough examination, the Safety Authorities in
May 1996 recommended the general licence to be granted [8].

The Government will decide on the application for the general licence considering the
recommendations of its experts, but only after extensive, two-phase hearings involving the
siting community and Canton as well as various experts and institutions. The final decision of
the Federal Government must still be ratified by the Federal Parliament.

At present, the general licensing procedure is interrupted for several years, due to the
unsolved political situation.

2.2. Cantonal and community licences

Parallel to the federal licensing procedure, cantonal and community licences for the
underground investigation (drift), for the construction and later for the operation of the
repository need to be applied for. Although these licences lie within the administrative sphere
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and do not require to be submitted to popular vote, they can be brought before the Supreme
Court of Switzerland by any opponent and this can be highly time-consuming.

An even greater obstacle is that in Nidwalden, in addition to the federal licences, a
special mining licence (concession) must be applied for to the Canton, since the repository is
considered as a facility which may interfere with hypothetical future mining projects and, in
Switzerland, mining issues are covered by cantonal law. This concession was applied for in
September 1994 and was granted by the Cantonal Government in January 1995, but later
rejected by the cantonal voters.

Since the repository entrance will be constructed outside zones foreseen for industrial
purposes, the zone planning of the community must be adapted accordingly. In Switzerland,
this requires a vote by the community assembly. Hence the people of the siting community
Wolfenschiessen also had the opportunity to directly express their position with regard to the
repository. In a first vote in June 1994, the people of Wolfenschiessen had agreed to host the
company responsible for constructing and operating the repository (i.e., Nuclear Waste
Management Cooperative Wellenberg — GNW) by a 63% affirmative vote. The vote
concerning the repository zone planning in December 1994 turned out to be affirmative by
slightly more than 70%.

3. COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Public acceptance of a nuclear repository project is influenced — among other factors
— by two main components:

• the general "nuclear fear" (i.e., safety aspects), and
• the siting aspect, expressed by the simple question: Even if the repository is safe — why

must it be located here ? (i.e., NIMBY syndrome).

It is very important to realise that the safety issues must be discussed and solved first,
before any discussion of financial incentives may begin. Starting financial discussions at a
stage when the population may question the safety of the facility would indeed be counter-
productive — the financial compensation would be regarded as a "risk premium" and
obviously lack of safety cannot be paid for. However, compensating the siting region with
financial incentives for services rendered in the public interest by accepting the disposal
facility for the whole nation is a legitimate way to overcome the NIMBY problem. In
Switzerland, such compensation is common in the case of site-specific facilities which benefit
society as a whole. For example, mountain communities that make their water rights available
for the production of electricity receive compensation.

In this sense, GNW expressed its willingness to compensate the siting community and
the Canton, in particular for the inconvenience expected during the construction phase of the
repository, for the increased time and effort of the local administration involved in the
licensing procedure and, of course, for the cantonal mining concession fees. The
compensation to the siting community was foreseen to take the form of monetary payments;
compensation to the Canton should have mainly taken the form of free electricity for the
cantonal electricity supply utility. The total amount of these future compensations was
planned to be equivalent to about 1 US$ per resident of Switzerland per year (i.e., a total of
about 6 million US$ per year — one third to the siting community, two thirds to the Canton).
The amount was foreseen to be paid for a fixed period of 40 years, beginning with the start of
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construction work, considered as the "operational period" of the repository. In addition a fund
has been established which will ease the transition for future residents of the siting community
when direct payments cease in 40 years' time. These direct compensatory payments aside, the
construction and operation of the repository, with an estimated investment of more than 400
million US$, should have a positive impact on the economy of the region.

At present, due to the negative cantonal vote in 1995, the compensation agreement with
the Canton has not become valid.

4. THE CANTONAL VOTE OF 25 JUNE, 1995

4.1 Rejection of the concession

As mentioned before, the outcome of the decisive cantonal vote on the mining
concession was negative by about 52%. Nidwalden is one of the smaller Swiss Cantons,
having only 11 communities and a population of some 35 000 residents. The siting
community as well as four other communities were positive, the margin was narrow — about
500 negative votes decided the outcome of a waste management project with nation-wide
importance.

During the voting campaign some 25 public orientation events were organised, by
means of which about 15% of the voters were directly approached and informed. The
information of the proponents was mainly factual-technical, about the construction project,
the safety issues, the results of the geological investigations, the waste categories to be
disposed of, etc. The opponents concentrated mainly on emotional fear issues, claiming that
the repository would not be safe and evoking scenarios of a highly contaminated, hostile
environment. The proponents acted on a cantonal base, while the opposition was heavily
supported by national anti-nuclear groups which demanded first the phasing-out of nuclear
energy, before tackling the waste issue.

4.2. Voting motives

Immediately after the vote, an opinion poll was organised which yielded interesting
results on the voting motives. The acceptance was much higher in the male population (52%
yes) than with women (41% yes). Younger people rejected the project more frequently than
those aged 35 and over. The main motive for rejection was a feeling of lack of safety and
general fear, the single main motive for accepting the issue was a strong feeling of
responsibility (the repository must be sited somewhere!). These motives were to be expected
— more interesting was the fact that only 30% of the voters interpreted the negative outcome
as an indication that Wellenberg should be abandoned as a site — more than 55% expected a
second vote on an improved project.

In 1995, GNW asked simultaneously for a combined mining concession, for a) an
exploratory drift and b) the subsequent construction of the repository, if the drift exploration
results were positive. However, the voters were not prepared to believe GNW and the
Cantonal Government, who would have to judge whether the results were positive or negative
— the people of Nidwalden wanted to be presented with the exploration results before they
decided on the concession for repository construction: 66% would grant a concession
restricted to the exploratory drift in a second vote.
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Another strong argument against the concession was the assumption that the waste will
not be retrievable after being emplaced in the repository cavern. In order to decide whether
this was a real concern of the population, the voters were asked "In a second vote, would you
grant a concession if the repository project were amended in order to make the waste
retrievable?" Here 61% answered in the affirmative.

Among other arguments it showed up that the foreseen compensation payments to the
Canton should have been divided between the communities — and not have remained in the
general "treasury" of the Canton.

The opinion poll indicated that the voters apparently did not reject the Wellenberg site
as such, but only said NO to the content of the concession application (drift and construction
at once) and also to the lack of provisions for retrievability of the wastes. This result
influenced the actions taken after the cantonal vote.

5. ACTIONS TAKEN AFTER THE CANTONAL VOTE

5.1. Politically difficult situation

The negative vote of the Canton created a politically difficult situation and presented the
Federal Government with a dilemma: Wellenberg is geologically suitable but politically
blocked — should a site be abandoned for purely political reasons? Can and should the
Federation override a Canton using federal law? Could a repository be constructed against the
will of the local population even if this were legally possible? Or should the project be
adapted and submitted to another Cantonal vote? If yes, how should the project be adapted in
order to improve its chances in the coming vote?

Since the Repository Company GNW is a technical organisation it is not able to take
political decisions. These are the prerogative of political authorities, especially of the Federal
Government. Therefore, GNW completed the ongoing explorations at the Wellenberg site at
the beginning of 1996 and subsequently provided the safety authorities with further results
which once again confirmed the site qualities [9]. In addition, GNW asked the Federal
Government to decide upon the political steps to be taken.

5.2. Steps taken by the GNW

In order to facilitate the political decisions, GNW has taken several procedural and
technical steps. In particular, GNW signalled willingness

• to restrict its concession application to an exploratory drift; and
• to present a project where the retrievability issue was taken into account (cf. the

following chapter).

These changes have been regarded as necessary in the light of the voting motives. They
were also a condition asked for by the Government of the Canton Nidwalden.

5.3. Modifications to the disposal concept

As mentioned above, the current Swiss law stipulates that repositories should provide
the required level of safety without any further human post-closure actions. Provisions for
retrievability can be foreseen only if they do not compromise long term safety. GNW was,
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nevertheless, planning additional possibilities for control of the facility even in the original
project: the backfilled caverns can be monitored as long as the access tunnel remains open and
the surface environment above the repository can be supervised with no time restrictions.
However, these measures are not in any way intended to compensate for a concept which fails
to provide the required passive safety measures. They have no active safety function and
simply provide tangible evidence for future generations that disposal of the waste has been
carried out correctly. Retrieval of the waste is possible in principle but, in the interest of long
term safety, no specific provisions were made to simplify the procedure or minimise the
retrieval costs.

It turned out that this message had not been successfully communicated to the general
population and the politicians. In fact, it cannot even be communicated to laymen — the mere
fact that the waste will be emplaced in the caverns and the empty space backfilled more or less
immediately after emplacement evokes a feeling of irreversibiliry and "loss of control" over
the waste. On the other hand, there must not be any compromise with regard to the long term
safety of the repository, which must not depend upon questionable, non-guaranteed future
supervision and control.

A solution in principle to this dilemma was found — to postpone the decision on
backfilling of the caverns by a time-span of two or more generations. The waste will be
emplaced in the repository constructed to provide the necessary geological long term safety,
but the caverns will remain open and controlled until future generations decide to terminate
controls, backfill the caverns and close and seal the repository.

This general idea has been thoroughly investigated during the years 1996-1997. There
are technical aspects and those of long term safety which must be considered. From the
engineering point of view for instance, the stability of large caverns must be guaranteed for
the long times envisaged. In addition, since the caverns will remain open and accessible, they
cannot be filled up totally (the upper part over the crane remains empty). Hence, the geometry
of the caverns must be adapted in order to save the expensive underground space. Also the
details of the waste emplacement and the postponed back-filling, etc., must be reviewed.

Even more important was to assure that the long term safety is not adversely influenced
by the delayed closure of the repository. Open caverns and access tunnels constitute a place
with zero hydraulic potential — will this change the hydraulic situation of the site? What is
the influence on re-saturation? Does the delayed closure of the (ventilated!) caverns negatively
influence the geochemistry and the sorption properties of the near-field? etc. etc.

These investigations have been carried out by the Swiss National Cooperative for the
Disposal of Radioactive Waste — Nagra — under the assumption that the caverns remain
open for about 100 years. The results were encouraging — the new repository concept proved
to be realisable from the construction point of view, the long term safety remaining excellent,
and the additional implementation costs being acceptable.

The results were published in 1998 [10] and presented to the Swiss safety authorities,
Federal and Cantonal Governments and other involved parties. The echo was positive; it can
be expected that the combination of high societal decision flexibility and uncompromised
passive long term safety will facilitate the necessary political steps toward the implementation
of the repository.
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5.4. Steps taken by the Federal Government

Parallel to the technical modifications of the projects several steps were taken on the
political front. After the negative vote, the government of the siting Canton had no reason to
act — from their point of view the issue was definitely decided. Hence, the ball was with the
Federal Government who must ask the Canton to co-operate in solving a problem of nation
wide importance.

The Federal Government established several expert groups to get advice on how to
proceed. Two groups consisting of federal and cantonal experts have been asked to review the
technical and the economic aspects of the project, respectively. The groups worked during
1997-98, the results were published in summer 1998 [11, 12]. The conclusions of the groups
were positive. The site selection was accepted, the safety situation regarded as favorable, the
repository concept as appropriate, the impact on the regional economy excellent (investment
volume leading to regional value added of 1 billion CHF, compensation payments). The
groups recommended the implementation of the next step (exploratory drift) and some
technical and financial adjustments (e.g., to divide the compensation payments among the
communities of the Canton).

In addition, the Federal Government asked a group consisting of NPP operators,
ecologic organisations and State safety authorities to review the disposal concepts. This group
worked in 1998, but no consensus has been reached. The ecologists insisted on "monitored
retrievable storage" (even for LLW), the operators and authorities favoured the current
concept of geological disposal. The Chairman of the group proposed the technical
concretisation of the concept of monitored storage and the in-depth comparison of it with the
(existing) concept of final repositories. Irrespective of this comparison, he recommended
proceeding with the exploratory drift at Wellenberg [13].

In further so-called "consensus meetings" between the Federal Government, the Canton,
NPP operators and ecological organisations at the beginning of 1999, no consensus was
found. In addition, the Canton Nidwalden required the concept comparison to be performed
before any voting on the Wellenberg project — if the Wellenberg concept should prove to be
wrong there would be no sense in building an exploratory drift!

Finally, on 7 June, 1999, the Federal Government asked a third group of experts to
compare the disposal concepts and to submit its report by the end of 1999. At present, this
group is working. Since the facts are clear and, in addition, GNW has presented a repository
concept with postponed closure which complies with both the monitoring and the safety
requirements, it can be expected that the Wellenberg project will get the green light at the
beginning of the next millenium.

6. CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE ACTIVITIES

This "green light" will, of course, not yet mean that GNW can start building the
exploratory drift. It will merely end the present phase of waiting, the next step being a second
cantonal vote on the drift consession, probably at the end of the year 2000. If the vote is in the
affirmative, the drift construction will start in 2003.
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The organizers of the KASAM symposium proposed a slightly provocative title for this
paper "Has Wellenberg shown the way, or is it merely postponing the inevitable?" The answer
is YES — to both questions. Due to the directly democratic political system in Switzerland
the construction of the final repository — which indeed is inevitable — has been postponed
by several years. On the other hand, GNW strongly feels that the implementation of a disposal
facility must be accepted by the involved population. The decisions must be supported by the
people in all phases, i.e., during the exploration, construction, operation, as well as for the
final closure and conversion of the facility to a passively safe artefact.

Past experience has proved that this acceptance can be achieved — the siting
community agreed to the project with high majorities of 60 to 70%. The loss of the cantonal
vote by 2% resulted in years of wasted time (and money) but indicated that the original
procedure was wrong: too fast, too comprehensive and too technocratic. The next time, GNW
is prepared to take more time for the necessary communication work and to adapt the project
to societal wishes — without compromising the ultimate maxim of passive long term safety.

Wellenberg has shown the way.
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QUESTIONS (Q), COMMENTS (C) & ANSWERS (A) AFTER THE PRESENTATION

Q: I would like to ask a "what i f question. If you would get a 55 to 45 percent vote, do you
think that that would be enough or would the minority be strong enough to make a problem?

A: Well, we have now lost by two percent, and maybe 0.1 percent would be enough to lose it.
I feel that we can get a majority between 55 and 65 percent, but I would not be happy to have
less than 55 percent. I must say that, either we will achieve sufficient majority, say something
like 56, 57, 58 percent, or there will be no repository for low level waste for the next ten,
twenty years in Switzerland. Then we have the situation that Ernst Warnecke described in the
opening session, that we have not a retrievable storage but we have a wait-and-see or actually
a wait-and-don't-see strategy. We are trying to avoid it, but we cannot, and I agree with
everybody here, with people who have been speaking before, that you cannot build a
repository against the will of the community and of the region. You must have their
acceptance, even if it would take five years more of discussion, of persuasion and of changing
the projects.

Q: You spoke about giving the public the choice. Suppose that you have filled your repository,
it is monitored, and you can leave the decision whether to keep the option open by having the
repository open or closing it. Does this mean that you indicate that the decision to close a
repository is also one for Cantonal vote or something like that? Wouldn't such a decision that
be limited to the authorities?

A: Sure, I think it is necessary to realise that a closing of the repository needs two
components. One component is a technical, safety component, so you present your case to the
safety authorities and ask for their opinion about now closing the repository, or at least closing
several caverns or so. I am sure that, under the prevailing conditions, there will be a Cantonal
vote about it. We feel that within one hundred years, the people will decide either to close it or
not to close it. After one hundred years, the activity of this short-lived waste will have decayed
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by a factor of one hundred. We feel though that at least we can say to the people: look, we
cannot predict what will happen after one hundred years but we are not going to close it by
technocratic means. There will be a democratic process.

Q: Just a very hypothetical question. What if the scientific community says that this is our best
solution and you say that you need a large majority, not less than 55 or 60 percent, until then
you will do nothing. How would you frame this problem? How do you think people would
react to such a thing? Earlier today, we have heard about the experts, who are trying to save
the community and the society from itself and about other people opposed to these initiatives.
What if the experts do not take the initiatives, just state what they want? How do you think
people would react?

A: Well, we are the experts who are proposing something, and we have, in Switzerland HSK,
which is a Nuclear Safety Inspectorate, and we have several commissions. In the beginning, if
we would say well we leave it open for some time, then people might claim that it would be
dangerous to leave it open. So we have really put a heavy work into assessing if it is less safe
in the long term or not. We have changed the profile, we have decided to put all the waste in
concrete containers in heavy overpack to be able to get it out again. There are no drums which
are put in without overpack. We have assessed the cost, the cost is about five percent more
than before, especially since we are not thinking in using this part, the upper part of the
caverns for waste, so we have lower loading factor of waste etc.

First, there was a large persuasion work done by these experts. They said come on, come on
folks, after all this is low-level waste, so you need not to make all this trouble. Actually we are
not sure from the technical point of view that we should do it, but if the society is wanting us
to do it, we are giving this to society. But if the society would say make this part, but in
highly-permeable but stable - from the point of view of engineering — rock, which we could
not guarantee for long term safety, I think we would then have to say no. This is something
which we are not going to do. And so far we have got support from the technical community.
But we have been fighting for it.

Q: I would also like to ask you a "what i f question. You have here the situation that you are
dealing with low and intermediate level waste. The seminar is focusing on high level waste
which has heat generation. In your case you moved relatively easily, I mean according to your
presentation, from a closing system to a monitored system of waste disposal. Would you have
done such a step as easy if you had high level waste with the additional problem of heat
generation and the thermo-mechanical effects that are due to the heat-generating waste?

A: Definitely not, but this question should be answered by Marcus Fritschi here and not by
GNW. I am working with low level waste only.
Contd. answer by Fritschi: I think it depends to a large extent on the type of waste you
dispose and also on the type of host rock. In the Swiss concept, as you know, we have this
concept of in-tunnel emplacement of waste and continuous back-filling with bentonite. But
you can still leave the repository as such open like the test tunnels and you also could in this
field of parallel emplacement tunnels drill monitoring tunnels to make the surveillance and the
monitoring of the repository. We now have prepared a project for the disposal of high level
waste in Switzerland and in this context we studied the retrievability from such a facility. The
conclusion is that it can be handled with this back-filled emplacement tunnels. It can be
handled as an industrial process with similar efforts as when putting the waste in. I think, in
the perception of the public, this will probably be enough to demonstrate retrievability at that
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stage in the process. I think, what is more difficult is the concern of the public regarding
monitoring. I think retrievability is an industrial process in our case and it could be done, but
the question is what we will monitor and for how long we will monitor.

Q: In Sweden, after the stop/go nuclear debate in the seventies, we were faced with the
question by society that we were not doing enough in this area. We were told that you must
stop looking at this primary repository and you must take care of the questions. Today I have a
feeling that sometimes some communities say that you are pushing us a little too far and too
hard. We want to wait and see, we have not yet had time to think about these things. And
I understood the question a while ago, that if you have a belief in this area, then just imagine
that the society would take the lead instead and require us to do this. Thereby you would be in
another position. I do not know whether this is a feasible description of the Swiss situation,
but I think it would have some meaning in Sweden.

A: I have been discussing this further, during the coffee break, with Britt-Marie Drottz
Sjoberg, she is a sociologist. I have told her that I understand too little about this to answer her
question, but I know the name of Paul Slovic. He is a well known American psychologist, and
he has told the very nice anecdote of the loving mother who makes a gift to her son: two
shirts, one blue and one red. So the son loves the shirts and takes one, puts it on and says: look
at me! And the mother says, very sadly: "and the other one you do not like"? So you can do
whatever you like, it is always the wrong way. We have started with the blue and now we are
forcing the red shirt and very probably we will be forcing the blue shirt again, and so on.
I think it is, from time to time, necessary to work like this and to be sure to have some inner
ethics. We will not compromise on the long term safety. But we also have the problem with
scientific organisations which must keep their know-how, and it costs a little, every year of
delay. But we have been waiting and we feel this democratic way of making decisions is very
necessary. This is the only possibility of — excuse my wordings — "educating public" by
doing something. By discussing this and by taking care of their fears and demands.

C : You could also turn that around and say that now is the time when the public has come to
realise that it has to educate the scientific society and the experts. The public is trying to get its
points of view across to the technical society. Everybody is waiting for each other to get some
kind of acceptance and understanding. It is just as much an issue for the technological society
to understand that it takes a long time to get these social values across to the very highly
technological society.

A: You are absolutely right and I hope that I have been able to demonstrate that we are
learning, that we are changing our attitudes. We are no real technocrats. But this is a process
of giving and taking. It is coming from both sides. I could underline everything you said.
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